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Oral cancer is a major health problem in India. Survival rate has not improved over past couple of decades in spite of our understanding of tumorigenesis at molecular level. High mortality due to oral cancer in India can be attributed to various factors like genetic vulnerability, widespread use of tobacco, environment, and life-style. Genetic polymorphism among patient population, evolving heterogeneity among cancer sub-types, lack of prefect disease model are some of the concomitant factors which makes management of oral cancer very challenging task. Most of the drugs fail later during clinical trials; even after carefully designed trials backed by encouraging preclinical results. Such late stage failures are mostly due to absence of animal model which can perfectly simulate human physiology. There exist wide gap between basic researcher and clinical researcher, who more than often work in silos. All these factors contribute towards translational lag between fruition of discoveries from basic research into clinical use. Drug discovery and development cost is yet another deterring factor for developing countries like India.

Translational research in oral cancer is highly desired to come up with better diagnostics and therapeutic applications to improve such dismal picture created high frequency of deaths by oral cancer. Success of the translational research will depend on close co-operation between clinical researcher and bench scientist. Such co-operation will enable discovery or validation of targets among ethnic population. Clinical researcher can help in sensitizing bench scientist to develop patient centric therapies, by making them aware of practical issues which are not encountered in animal studies. Such close cooperation would also enable refinement of theoretical disease models by including significant parameters from clinical observations and these models can be used to disease diagnosis, target discovery, safety and efficacy evaluation. Utilizing such theoretical models will help in optimizing effort, time and cost involved in different phases of drug discovery. Natural compounds with medicinal values are used in India from time innumerable. Translational research focused on use of active compounds from these natural sources should be attempted to design centric therapies, by making them aware of practical issues which researcher can help in sensitizing bench scientist to develop patient focused targets like survivin [1-4], Cox-2 [5] and evaluating therapeutic potential of natural anti-cancer compounds [6-8]. Information exchange and sharing is integral part of translational research, which is enabled by open access journal like JCST.

Translational research will also require large scale collaboration among vibrant scientific community working towards common objective of reducing mortality, incidence rate for oral cancer. Strong policy level commitment from Indian government in the form of rationalizing tobacco use, promoting translational research, spreading community awareness will go long way in saving millions of lives on stake due to oral cancer.
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